borderland beat the execution of two chapos - a video of the execution of two alleged members of the cartel de sinaloa was brought to my attention a couple of days ago but i chose not to show it two grim looking men whose luck ran out are butchered still alive in the most brutal way imaginable chainsaw massacre style other narcoblogs, nra s list of anti gunners second amendment check - in addition to our own research second amendment check has decided it is worth sharing the work of others therefore we are sharing the nra ila s lists of, peterson irish oak tobacco reviews - whew is this blend ever loaded with perique if you like that louisiana specialty then get some irish oak running thru your veins if on the other hand you prefer your perique to be in the background tiptoe away from this stuff, 4 types of women within the femininity matrix return of - this femininity matrix identifies women worthy of your time effort and resources and those that will lead you to ruin it provides practical strategies for maneuvering each female archetype towards wife material, so now i have to rent to felons what the new hud rule - on april 4 th hud released a statement entitled guidance on application of fair housing standards to the use of criminal records by providers of housing and real estate related transactions that immediately set the landlord's world abuzz with the news that we could no longer discriminate against felons like most incursions by the government into our private property rights, how to meet girls in jakarta jakarta100bars nightlife - nice to know expat s point of view about finding good girl in jakarta i think you should know from jakarta girl point of view too you can t classify type of girl based on where you meet them because all jakarta girls go to mall clubs wedding b day party office to make it easier for you to understand me i will tell you a life of a career women in jakarta, the murder of speedboat builder don aronow miami beach 411 - a self made millionaire by 28 aronow moved to miami from new jersey in 1961 and began racing power boats for fun by the next year he had formed his first boat company formula marine and began to race his boats around the world, woman had sex with daughter s 13 year old boyfriend - friday november 6 2015 a delaware woman was arrested and charged with raping her daughter s 13 year old boyfriend elaine b goodman is charged with fourth degree rape of a minor three counts of third degree rape two counts of second degree unlawful sexual contact with a minor and sexual solicitation of a minor, dover chief of police is kim corrupt - a few years ago when an investigation was to be conducted on the chief s actions instead of sending in an outsider kim s old buddy david hicks was tossed into the mix to run interception for her, ten things you can do to sabotage your custody battle - guys its time for an us too movement enough of the gender bias and discrimination against men who are great parents the courts keep holding us down and not giving us a fair chance of getting our children even though we are better caregivers judges dont know or care women always are getting the children and support, how to deal with heartache and stop emotional pain - the interesting thing is that you do survive it every time think about the last time you felt emotional pain perhaps the last time was about a second ago or perhaps a fairly long time regardless put yourself back there for a moment, the poor man s guide to survival gear alt market com - good article written by cm december 15 2011 i find it amusing that nearly every comment is about firearms but than you said it brandon on the other side of the coin firearms analysis always draws endless opinions, poem of the masses pangloss wisdom - poem of the masses my smile melts with confusion artistically enhanced she titty danced her clients glanced at her mammarily expansed bust de pantsed, can my child choose which parent to live with - on a fairly regular basis i am asked by a divorced parent how old their child must be before they can choose which parent they want to live with many parents tell me their child will be 12 years, samuel gawith squadron leader tobacco reviews - i opened a tin of squadron leader about a month ago and the tin aroma actually put me off a little bit initially it was slightly perfumy or soapy and really didn t smell like tobacco at all, the food timeline history notes algae to creamed onions - apricots origin early diffusion apricot was long viewed as kind of plum and one that came from armenia in truth it is a sonete fruit or drupe of the same family as the peach plum almond nectarine and cherry and apparently originated in china where it has been cultivated for some 5 000 years, lecture to oxford farming conference 3 january 2013 - nolan and all other lynas supporters you are morons and shills and should be shot on contact if you want to kill yourselves slowly quickly or however you wish go for it but you have no right to do it to unknowing masses with your poisonous genetically mutated monocultures that have never been proven safe anywhere and have only every been tested by the chemical companies who make money, how much time can i take off when a pet dies ask a manager - elle january 31 2017 at 11 25 am you could even go so far as to say you are expecting a death in the family for which you will need three days off she is your family after all, 5 reasons tim hortons sucks ohryan ca - for those of you unaware tim hortons is an international1 coffee donut shop co
founded by Tim Horton a Canadian hockey player who died when he lost control of his 1974 Pantera at 100mph while under the influence of alcohol and pain killers by feeding off it's inherently Canadian origins combined with massive expansion clever, *how to wean yourself off of adderall quitting adderall* - *I am 21 yrs old I have a 3 yr old son and I have taken adderall for about a year and a half to two years I don't love taking it at all I don't feel on top of the world or like I need it to get through my day*, *becca was elbo really shaking when u were at his van bboyt* - *4 05 pm mikeymike 1 hey randy 4 05 pm punkndrublic84 big boobies and a sense of humor 4 05 pm Yin Yang laughing my arse off perfect timing, I'm a centerfold model in my own way they can't bboyt* - *12 07 am Jacob Elvis choice to not work is his own 12 07 am sean slups funny but bad 12 07 am violet vixen so why can't Elvis do that now, 5 stages of leaving an abusive relationship sheblossoms* - *you'll understand why women stay with emotionally or physically violent men when you read through these five stages of leaving an abusive relationship if you're stuck in one of these stages you are 100% normal here's why it takes time to leave a man who abuses and how you can get help I, DEA inflict harm on chronic pain patients Dr Lynn Webster* - *in an effort to curb opioid drug abuse and addiction the drug enforcement administration DEA has issued new rules that limit the accessibility of hydrocodone putting chronic pain sufferers who rely on the drug in an impossible situation the DEA's new restrictions come after the decision to relabel hydrocodone as a schedule II drug making it difficult for users with chronic pain to